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"For more information on legacy giving and including MOKA in your will please contact Samantha 

Brigham, EA to the Foundation at sbrigham@moka.org" 

mailto:sbrigham@moka.org


 

Legacy. What is a Legacy? 

What Is YOUR Legacy? 

Life and Legacy planning is a pivotal part of your future and the future of the people you care about. 

Lin Manuel Miranda's Hamilton will tell you that a "legacy is planting seeds in a garden you never 

get to see." MOKA believes that those seeds grow into blossoms of love and support for the 

people you plant them for. Your legacy tells the story of your passions for your family, your 

friends, and the organizations you care so much about. 

We are so thankful for the investments you make in MOKA and the positive change that those 

investments bring to the lives of people with intellectual and developmental disabilities in our 

community. 

We hope that when you are thinking about your future and creating your lasting legacy, you will 

consider including MOKA and the people we are able to serve together. 
 

  

 

Click Here To Read Our Newest Blog Post!  

 

 

  

https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/E4EA7438-7325-40F4-99EC-E7FD3443E93D/r/E4EA7438-7325-40F4-99EC-E7FD3443E93D_58c167bf-2f68-49a6-ad17-2da13a15b735/l/408CEC96-2184-4F56-B8CF-4BE23EA1260A/c


 

We are thrilled to be partnering with The Lucas Project for the premiere of Unseen: Caregiver 

Documentary on April 24th. The Lucas Project is hard at work advocating for increase support and 

funding to assist parent caregivers. This includes providing recognition and respite to the caregivers 

who are so often overlooked.  

You can learn more about the documentary and purchase tickets to the premiere on their website: 

https://thelucasproject.org/unseen-documentary-screening/ 
 

  

 

Do you want to make a difference in the lives of others? MOKA is hiring! 

View all open positions at www.moka.org/careers/ 
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Like Us on FB  

 

 

Follow us on Instagram  

 

 

Follow us on LinkedIn  

 

 

 

  

Unsubscribe  

MOKA  

715 Terrace STE 201 Muskegon, MI 49440  
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